Castro turns N.Y. into 'armed camp'

NEW YORK (UPI) - First Ciudad Humana arrived in Manhattan Tuesday, and two days after the murder...
Payday may be delayed for federal workers

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A House Democratic conference is cementing Thursday that federal workers will not receive a payday on Friday due to a "protracted" conflict in Congress. Meanwhile, the Democratic-controlled Senate is considering legislation to provide "emergency" funds to the Treasury.

House Speaker Thomas Thomas,

Dear Fraters:

Yes, the pledge skip is this week. I'm sorry, we are off to Northwestern to see the Hawkeyes mail the Wildcats.

Y.I.T. Pledges

InFORMAL WORSHIP

the little brown white black yellow Church

WELCOMES YOU

6:30 Sunday
Main Lounge Western House for more information call 338-1179

Sunday Inhibition

a NEAT PLACE FOR YOUR STEROID!! MAY BE ORDERED IN SEVEN COMBINATIONS OF CHROME, WOOD OR BRASS WITH GLASS SHELVES.

RE-ELECT MARY NEUBAUSER CITY COUNCIL DISTRICT C October 16, 1979

GOOD THINGS THAT ARE HAPPENING IN IOWA CITY:

- Expanded Bus Service
- Housing Rehabilitation
- Ralston Creek Flood Control

BUT THERE IS MORE TO DO:
- Energy Conservation
- Western Alignment of Freeway S18
- More Low-Income Housing

Paid for by Neshander for City Council, PO Box 1078, Cedar Rapids, iah

25% OFF

On All Candies Slides & Sicllo Slides

LORENZ BOOT SHOPS

112 E. Washington
The Mall Shopping Center
Senate gives final Fonda talk funds

The United States Senate Thurs day night voted to provide an additional $25 million to insure that Fonda and Tom Hayden (both of whom are members of the Senate) could use their money for the "reconversion" of the United States into a world of peace.

The Senate allocates the $25 million, which was authorized by President Nixon, to the Executive Office of the President for a plan that would provide for the "reconversion" of the United States into a world of peace.

The amendment, sponsored by Senator John F. Kennedy, was approved by a vote of 42 to 25, with 13 Democrats voting against it. The amendment would provide for an additional $25 million to insure that Fonda and Hayden could use their money for the "reconversion" of the United States into a world of peace.

The amendment, sponsored by Senator John F. Kennedy, was approved by a vote of 42 to 25, with 13 Democrats voting against it. The amendment would provide for an additional $25 million to insure that Fonda and Hayden could use their money for the "reconversion" of the United States into a world of peace.

"If the United States Senate is to be the Congress of the world, it must be the Congress of all nations," Senator Kennedy said in introducing the amendment. "If we are to be the Congress of the world, we must be the Congress of all nations."
The Daily Iowan
Friday, October 12, 1979
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Will Mac West succeed Ham Jordan?

The Daily Iowan
Readers: Abortion, gays and T.A.s

Seabrook: Seems like old times

The major result of the demonstration at the Seabrook atomic power plant site in New Hampshire has drawn attention not only to the nuclear power issue, but also to the increasing number of protest activities in the United States. The demonstrations last weekend gave the nation a glimpse of the tenor of that sort of rebellion currently in evidence in the United States. The demonstration last weekend gave the nation a glimpse of the tenor of that sort of rebellion currently in evidence in the United States.
Poll: Bush loss looms

DeSoto, Iowa (WFIV) — Interviewer George Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, but a recent poll showed that only 47 percent of those contacted, compared to 53 percent for former Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin, would support him in a primary battle. The poll also indicated that just 15 percent of Des Moines residents said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

Tax inequities claimed by apartment group exist — Hibbs

In the Iowa City area, the sentiment against certain property taxes is high, but the sentiment against certain property taxes is low, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

Ritchie says helping Stanley no longer reason for race

Ritchie said that he is running for governor because he is running for the first time in his life and because he is running for the first time in Iowa. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

By traveling throughout the state, Ritchie said he is running for governor because he is running for the first time in his life and because he is running for the first time in Iowa. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

DOONESBURY

The term 'lobster' has been used to describe the process of paying for property taxes. This term is not appropriate, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The Federal Reserve has been issuing negative interest rates to try to stimulate the economy, but the sentiment against certain property taxes is low, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The term 'lobster' has been used to describe the process of paying for property taxes. This term is not appropriate, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The Federal Reserve has been issuing negative interest rates to try to stimulate the economy, but the sentiment against certain property taxes is low, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The term 'lobster' has been used to describe the process of paying for property taxes. This term is not appropriate, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The Federal Reserve has been issuing negative interest rates to try to stimulate the economy, but the sentiment against certain property taxes is low, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.

The term 'lobster' has been used to describe the process of paying for property taxes. This term is not appropriate, according to a recent poll. The poll showed that 84 percent of those contacted said they felt Bush is their favorite candidate for governor, compared to 35 percent for Harkin.
Ground breaking ceremony for the construction of a new facility at College and Linn streets.

UI tries to cure loneliness of courses by mail

By JOSEPH Degenhower (Intern)

A UI Department is trying to combat the "loneliness" factor that frequently affects some students in correspondence courses.

Approximately 4,600 students, on-campus and off, are currently enrolled in UI correspondence courses. Most students taking the courses live in Iowa, but many live in New York, New Jersey, and other states as well. According to Don Farrell, acting director of correspondence courses, the "loneliness factor" is extreme for students who have no other individuals with whom they can discuss course work.

"The student has to put up with it himself," said Farrell. "But the students are extremely interested in the courses." Farrell said students wrote to him asking for help in reducing the "loneliness factor." The students wanted to know if there were some way they could receive help from another student in the same course who might be closer in age, interest, and perspective.

The correspondence courses can be begun at any time during the year. Although some courses have prerequisites, most courses do not require formal admission to the UI unless a person can enroll for 12 semester hours and has completed two years of college work. Once enrolled in a course, the student has six months to finish it.

Student policy-holders are currently enrolled in UI correspondence courses and are currently receiving a chance to off, are currently enrolled in UI correspondence courses. The calls were in the center for two groups of correspondence courses. Farrell said that he and Buchner have been asking some communication between Duane Allison, assistant director of correspondence courses. Farrell said complaints will probably be taken to the student in the correspondence courses. Farrell said that he and Buchner have been asking some communication between students and the director for course work.
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Arts extended to handicapped

By BETTY AUPNUER

"This muscle端午胡兰 is Africa and the poor and landless man..."

In addition to recruiting the arts ensembles of professional, nonprofit organizations, the faculty, students, special education with hearing or vision impairments or physical disabilities focuses on new directions for the development of the arts faculty, students, and faculty with hearing or vision impairments or physical disabilities. The national committee on Arts Accessible to Disabled Persons, funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, made this version of the document for inclusion in the "Arts and Disability," a comprehensive database that gives the arts to people with disabilities. The national committee on Arts Accessible to Disabled Persons, funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, made this version of the document for inclusion in the "Arts and Disability," a comprehensive database that gives the arts to people with disabilities.

College Bowl field narrows

By JUDITH GREEN

"I've always loved the look of a perfect lawn, rich green and undulating."

"I've always loved the look of a perfect lawn, rich green and undulating."

In this issue, we look at the new football field, designed to accommodate students with hearing or vision impairments or physical disabilities, and we explore the future of college sports and the role of the arts in higher education.

Music

The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens, located in San Marino, California, is hosting a series of concerts featuring the music of black composers. The series, "Black Composers in the 20th Century," includes works by Duke Ellington, George Gershwin, and other important figures in the history of African American music.

Plane recital by de Larrocha proves 'exquisite' experience

By JUDITH GREEN

"I would enthusiastically estimate that I've heard several hundred piano recitals in my day, and of all the good ones..."

The second recital in the series, de Larrocha proved to be a memorable experience, with the pianist delivering a technically flawless and emotionally resonant performance. The program included works by Chopin, Schumann, and Beethoven, among others. The audience was captivated by de Larrocha's virtuosic playing and her ability to convey the depth and passion of each piece.

RICOH FF-1

COMPACT 35MM CAMERAS

FOLDING FOR CARRYING

FOLD OUT FOR CREATIVITY

Share 35mm FF-3

+ LED indicators in black

OUR PRICE

$174.88

Ricoch Demonstration

Fri., Oct. 12, 9-5
Sat., Oct. 13, 9-1

University Camera

3 SOUTH DUBUQUE ST.

IOWA CITY, IA. 52240

RICOH FF-1
Teenagers love Kiss through the oldest form of reality – imitation. For some, seeing their favorite stars proved to be an intense emotional experience.

Kiss
I don't think we ever got up on stage moving our fingers as fast as possible. Sometimes we'd be jumping around, but that's about it.

ENCOURAGED, the latest music fan and flashy teenager of Kiss notes that his favorite band is one of the few whose music content and stage showmanship seem to be born from the very core of each member.

"The musical content seemed to be born from the very core of each member. "I think it's really great showmanship," Gene Simmons asserts. "It's really great showmanship," Simmons adds. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons responds. "It's really great showmanship."

The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member.

"The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons asserts. "It's really great showmanship," Simmons adds. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons responds. "It's really great showmanship."

The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member.

"The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons asserts. "It's really great showmanship," Simmons adds. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons responds. "It's really great showmanship."

The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member.

"The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons asserts. "It's really great showmanship," Simmons adds. "I think it's really great showmanship," Simmons responds. "It's really great showmanship."

The sensational content seemed to be born from the very core of each member.
Kennedy named to hydraulic research group

John F. Kennedy, director of the Aero Institute of Hydraulic Research and professor in the Division of aeronautical Engineering in the field of electricity, has been elected a member of the International Association for Hydraulic Research. Kennedy, who will be 42 when he assumes his position in mid-November, was nominated by the Advisory Committee of Engineers.

Birds-eye view

Thursday warned the press that he is going to talk about his indictment at the news media exhaustively, "fully, fairly and completely and you don't, I'm going to take another look at it. I can talk about it. Yeah if you don't."

Connally says he will bring up Chappaquiddick if press doesn't

WASHINGTON, Oct. 27 (UPI) - Republican presidential candidate John Connally Thursday warned the press that if there is no bringing of Chappaquiddick in his sessions with John Kennedy, "I might go before the American people and say that I never said anything. I was never asked out of college for anything. They're true facts, but I don't really ever having said that," Connally explained.

Nurses...

OR, DC, ICU, CCG, Oncology, Med-Bug immediate openings for experienced nurses at Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula. Beautiful hospital in fast-paced area located on the coast for the sea 100 miles south of San Francisco. All specialties except open heart.

FREE SCUBA DIVING MINI-COURSE sponsored by Ul Scuba Club ALL INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS are invited to experience the sport of scuba diving SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14 8:30 pm FIELDHOUSE POOL

Drugs 'dumped' in 3rd World

NEW YORK, Oct. 27 (UPI) - Banned drugs and expensive interior decor are among flashy products being dumped in the Third World by U.S. corporate officials. The report, written by a third party, has been distributed to all Third World leaders and to every Third World government, it said.
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Women harriers faces foes at home

By HEDDIE MANSELL

The Iowa women's cross country team battled both the cold wind and the Thanksgiving traffic jam to win the Quad City Classic weekend race, capturing the 16th annual title for the women harriers. The race was held at the Quad City Waterfront Golf course in Davenport, Iowa, and attracted many teams.

After surviving a ragged race in last year's women's race, this year's harriers turned in a better showing. The race was won by the University of Illinois, with Iowa finishing second and the University of Minnesota third.

The Iowa women's team was led by Georganne Greene and her teammates, who worked hard to win the race. Greene said this weekend they would be running their best. "I think that both women's cross country teams are on the rise," she said. "This weekend should be interesting."

The Iowa men's team was also competitive, with Georganne Greene and her teammates working hard to win the race. Greene said this weekend they would be running their best. "This weekend should be interesting," he said. "We are looking forward to the race."
Wildcats — Hawks’ next obstacle

By MCHIE BEARDMORE

Now that Iowa coach Hayden Fry has settled on a quarterback for Saturday, the discussion turns to defense. The 2-1 Hawkeyes have encountered problems on both sides of the ball in the past, but the defense has been particularly troublesome. It’s been a month since Iowa has held a team to less than 20 points, and the defense is looking for another chance to prove it can stop the opposition.

A simple matter, you say? In years past it has been.

"There’s no better time to prove it than now," Fry said. "One of the reasons we’ve had some struggles is because we’ve relied too heavily on our offense. The defense needs to step up and take some of the pressure off the offense."

In past games, the Iowa defense has given up 380, 343, and 243 yards, respectively. The defense has allowed the opponents to gain an average of 340 yards per game.

"The defense needs to step up and take some of the pressure off the offense."

In 1993, the Hawkeyes’ defense allowed only 108, 175, and 160 yards, respectively. The defense has allowed the opponents to gain an average of 160 yards per game.

The defense has been inconsistent, giving up large chunks of yardage at times. And, when the time to execute has come, the defense has faltered. A simple matter, you say? In years past it has been.

"It’s not a make-or-break game," Fry said. "But it’s important for the defense to step up and prove they can stop the opposition."

In past games, the Iowa defense has allowed the opponents to gain an average of 340 yards per game.

"It’s not a make-or-break game," Fry said. "But it’s important for the defense to step up and prove they can stop the opposition."

In 1993, the Hawkeyes’ defense allowed only 108, 175, and 160 yards, respectively. The defense has allowed the opponents to gain an average of 160 yards per game.

The defense has been inconsistent, giving up large chunks of yardage at times. And, when the time to execute has come, the defense has faltered. A simple matter, you say? In years past it has been.

Fry will be challenging his defense this week to put up a better showing. Iowa’s defense has the advantage of playing against a team that has struggled offensively.

"We have the advantage of playing against a team that has struggled offensively," Fry said. "We need to take advantage of that and put up a better showing."
The Pirates are looking for defense continues... The 35-year-old MARK HERRMAN was 12-1M for the Pirates this year.

After the Pirates took a lead in the ninth inning, a potent offense carried the day. Evanston, Freshman running to Iowa last Saturday,...

Sanguillen, born Sepulveda, Bock, is hitting .281 with a .379 on-base percentage and 12 stolen bases. The Pirate offense is...
Homecoming '79
FRY THE GOPHERS!
October 15 to 20, 1979

Monday:
- Pentacrest Events 12:30 pm
- Photo Contest 12:00 noon to 3:00 pm - 2nd floor, IMU
- Kickoff Outdoor Movies 10 pm
  Coach Hayden Fry, Coaches, Football players, Cheerleaders, Pom-Pom Squad

Tuesday:
- College Bowl Night
  Wheel Rm., IMU
- Kickoff/Outdoor Movies
  Coach Hayden Fry, Coaches, Football players, Cheerleaders, Pom-Pom Squad

Wednesday:
- Pentacrest Events 12:30 pm
- A chance to win tickets to Hancher Production, "The King and I"
- Cultural Festival 7:30 pm
  100 Phillips Hall
  - Voices of Soul
  - Los Ninos Troupe
  - Black Action Theatre Production
  - Los Bailadores Troupe

Thursday:
- Union Programs presents live in the Wheel Rm., IMU,
  8:30-11:30 pm
- Bar Night at Grand Daddy's
  Talent Show 10 pm
  $150 in prizes
  - Organization with most members thru the door wins a keg

Friday:
- Pentacrest Events 12:30 pm

Specials with Homecoming Badge!
Specials during Homecoming Week Oct. 15-20
(offered by these Downtown Merchants):
Monday - Friday:
- Greenery - 5¢ draws 1-5 pm
  Needs - Iowa Hawkeye Glasses 6 for $6
  (regularly $1.75 each)
- Dairy Queen - Large Mug 75¢
  (regularly 99¢)

Tuesday:
- Fieldhouse - "Wild Turkey Night"
  $1 shot of "Wild Turkey"
  straight or with a mixer
  Weber's - 2 for 1 drinks 7:10 pm
- Thursday:
  Grand Daddy's - $1 pitchers and free cover

Friday continued...
- Parade - Ed Podlak, Parade Grand Marshall 6 pm
- Pep Rally (after parade)
  Speakers: Ed Podlak, Iowa Lt. Gov. Terry Branstad (both UI '69 grads)
- HEC presents: Buddy Rich Orch. with the Bill Evans Trio
  8:00 pm - Tickets 8.50 & 7.50

SATURDAY
- October Fest. 9 am-1 pm
  2nd floor Ballroom, IMU
- Gopher Run 9 am
  Alumni Center, Guest of Honor, Ed Podlak
- HEC presents: Buddy Rich Orch. with the Bill Evans Trio
  8:00 pm - Tickets 8.50 & 7.50

Wear Your Badge!!
Mexican munchies

BY JOAN CASTAGNA

A tad is lea guile in ovular ephihées?

Long before Mexican oil became important, we were importing many different kinds of oil, including avocado oil. But the avocado was not a major source of oil, and we did not have the means to produce large quantities of it. One of the major differences between the Mexican and US oil industries is the amount of avocado oil we produce. We import much of the avocado oil we use, while the Mexican oil industry produces most of its own avocado oil. Avocado oil is a good source of monounsaturated fats, which are considered to be healthy.
From subversion to conservation

By JUDY GREEN

Neil Postman, a secular figure in its own right, is becoming a more significant and influential figure in the world of education. His work, "The Disappearance of Education," has been widely discussed and debated, and his theories about the nature of teaching and learning have been influential in the field of education.

Postman's ideas about the "disappearance of education" are rooted in his concern for the quality of education in the United States. He argues that educational institutions have become so focused on the production of knowledge and skills that they have lost their ability to engage students intellectually and emotionally. Postman believes that the educational system has become so focused on the dissemination of information that it has lost its capacity to foster critical thinking and creativity.

Postman's ideas have been influential in the field of education, and his work has been cited by many educators and scholars as a source of inspiration for their own work. His ideas have also been the subject of some criticism, with some arguing that his emphasis on the "disappearance of education" is too pessimistic and that the educational system is not as broken as he suggests.

In conclusion, Neil Postman's work has been influential in the field of education, and his ideas about the nature of teaching and learning remain relevant today. His work continues to be a source of inspiration for educators and scholars as they work to improve the quality of education in the United States.

Records

Dylan spreads a new gospel

By TOM DRURY

In a little hippie village
And he needed a place to be
And he moved to a place
called Sharp's Church
And he moved to the place
And he moved to a place
To have a new batch

The link between Christianity and rock and roll is old and familiar. But the fact is, in the most ancient traditions, rock and roll was a form of spiritual expression, and it has been used to express religious ideas and experiences. Significant, this connection has not been acknowledged publicly.

Both rock and roll and Christianity are known as "spiritual" movements. In fact, they are often considered to be "idealistic" movements, in the sense that they are concerned with the "higher purposes" of life. This connection has not been acknowledged publicly.

In this context, it is interesting to note that the "rock and roll" of Dylan has been a form of "Christian" music. Dylan's songs have often been interpreted as "Christian" songs, and they have been associated with the "Christian" values of love, peace, and freedom.

Dylan's music has been a form of "Christian" music. It is important to note that the "Christian" values of love, peace, and freedom are not new to the world. They have been the values of many religions and movements throughout history.

In conclusion, the connection between Christianity and rock and roll is a long one. It is significant that this connection has not been acknowledged publicly.
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Postman's ideas about the "disappearance of education" are rooted in his concern for the quality of education in the United States. He argues that educational institutions have become so focused on the production of knowledge and skills that they have lost their ability to engage students intellectually and emotionally. Postman believes that the educational system has become so focused on the dissemination of information that it has lost its capacity to foster critical thinking and creativity.

Postman's ideas have been influential in the field of education, and his work has been cited by many educators and scholars as a source of inspiration for their own work. His ideas have also been the subject of some criticism, with some arguing that his emphasis on the "disappearance of education" is too pessimistic and that the educational system is not as broken as he suggests.

In conclusion, Neil Postman's work has been influential in the field of education, and his ideas about the nature of teaching and learning remain relevant today. His work continues to be a source of inspiration for educators and scholars as they work to improve the quality of education in the United States.
Kosinski strains at transcendence

By DALPHI GRAY
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Jerry Harlow
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At a particular point in Passion Play, Kostos Kosinski is narrating a scene from the story of the woman's prayer. Without a cue, she begins to sing:

"Oh, you can't get to heaven...

Column A

By MICHAEL HUBER

And Lovers, presently published the results of a poll which asked schoolchildren whether they would like to have a set of prayer messages from the world's top religious leaders. From the responses of over three years, of the little seers who answered the questions, most of the children stated that they had no idea of what religion was, and some even said that they had never heard of any religion. Of course, the little seers were taught in the Church to believe in the Church. When one has been taught all one's life to believe in something, it is difficult to be sure that one has been taught to believe in that something.

Fabian vanishes, and even with the problem, the little seers said that they would like to have a set of prayer messages from the world's top religious leaders. In the meantime, the probable world of the children is difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

The next morning he is confronted by Eugene, who executive Fabian and empresses Fabian about the defacement of the statue of the pope's private airfield.

Clearly, Jerry Kosinski is a problem. Through his novel, he suggests the need for posterity. His 1960 National Book Award nomination, he still put us all. They prove the nosily landscaped world, but something is always wrong there.

Vanneta is the daughter of a wealthy family in Russia. She is a princess, and she is the only one who knows of her existence. Her life is a dream, but it is not entirely her life. She is still being pulled into the grasp of Eugene, and she is still being pulled into the grasp of Fabian. She is not entirely her own life, but it is her life, and it is her own life.

Fabian is the image of Fabian, the forbidding and wide, they are the most beautiful woman in the world. Konrad Vost, who, as a dependent, is wealthy.

The poles of the world's top religious leaders are difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

One should not ponder too long on what the little seers believe. The little seers have been taught all their lives to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

Passion Play is still entirely unspiritual. The world of the children is difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

Eugene's skull.

We are told that the woman's prayer is to be found in the world of the children. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

FABIAN BERRY

"Oh, you can't get to heaven...

Hawkes deals in psychic slime

By DAVID ALLEN

The Passion Play
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Harper & Row

Kostos Kosinski is The Passion Play. It is a novel about Fabian, a man who has been taught all his life to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that he has been taught to believe in that something.
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Fabian, a man who has been taught all his life to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that he has been taught to believe in that something.

Fabian is the image of Fabian, the forbidding and wide, they are the most beautiful woman in the world. Konrad Vost, who, as a dependent, is wealthy.

The poles of the world's top religious leaders are difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

One should not ponder too long on what the little seers believe. The little seers have been taught all their lives to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

Passion Play is still entirely unspiritual. The world of the children is difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

Eugene's skull.

We are told that the woman's prayer is to be found in the world of the children. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.
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"Oh, you can't get to heaven...

Hawkes deals in psychic slime
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Kostos Kosinski is The Passion Play. It is a novel about Fabian, a man who has been taught all his life to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that he has been taught to believe in that something.

"Oh, you can't get to heaven...

Fabian, a man who has been taught all his life to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that he has been taught to believe in that something.

Fabian is the image of Fabian, the forbidding and wide, they are the most beautiful woman in the world. Konrad Vost, who, as a dependent, is wealthy.

The poles of the world's top religious leaders are difficult to understand. The little seers are taught to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.

One should not ponder too long on what the little seers believe. The little seers have been taught all their lives to believe in something, but it is difficult to be sure that they have been taught to believe in that something.
...‘it worked quite satisfactorily’

Claude - 300 watts.

The novelty of radio at that time is hard to picture. It was called a "Western Electric" and a "Radio" was sometimes used in go.

The station was on the air for about a year and a half before the station was turned over to Menzer.

WITH THE installation of the new broadcast equipment in the Engineering Building in 1933, the station began to operate on a much more regular schedule. The station was assigned the call letters WHA on the FCC. The station then identified itself as a service of the State University of Iowa, but was sometimes referred to as "The Student Station." The station was assigned the call letters WHA because the station was run by the university.

During his first years as director, Menzer and his crew worked hard to keep the station on the air.

The station was on the air for about a year and a half before the station was turned over to Menzer.
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